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What is the PQ?
In financial terms,
the Prime Quadrant
is the optimal zone in
which you achieve the
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highest return per
unit of risk.

incredible line up!

Being in the
Prime
Quadrant
requires seeing
the big picture
and making
intelligent
choices, from
among all
investment
options and
strategies, to
best meet your
goals.
Prime
Quadrant is
an
investment
research and
consulting
firm that
helps highnet-worth
Canadians
make better
investment
decisions.

Mo Lidsky's
most recent
book Partners in

Stories of Interest

Preservation:
How to Know

The Cost of Not Paying Attention
Can you fully outsource your finances? Numerous case
studies and empirical evidence suggests that it’s neither
entirely feasible nor advisable, as you will always be the
expert on you.
The Privilege of Knowledge
As reams of information and data become increasingly
more available, are we improving our decision making?

your Advisor is
Truly Protecting
your Wealth is
now available
on Amazon and
Indigo!

Appealing to Fictions
Surprisingly, achieving truth is not a function of being
open-minded. It requires a higher level of humility that
most people fail to achieve…
My Worst Investment
Why is getting investment advice so darn hard? Start by
taking an honest look at the world of “investment research."

In Search of the
Prime Quadrant:
The Quest for
Better

The Way We See It

Investment

Below is Part II of Mo Lidsky's series on Risk (following
Part I from Newsletter Issue 139)

Decisions is
available at
Barnes & Noble
and Indigo.

Assessing Risk: Absolute vs. Relative Risk
In the previous post, we discussed the distinction between
an instinctive assessment and a probabilistic assessment of
risk. We will now turn our attention to assessing relative vs.
absolute risk.
Perhaps the biggest obstacle to understanding risk is the
mischaracterization of risk by the media. Journalists are
always in search of stories that inspire fear, outrage and
indignation as advertising dollars depend on it. While these
emotions can lead us to do wonderful things, they can also

lead us toward a skewed perception of reality. This is
particularly true in a world of snappy headlines, short
tweets and shallow coverage without sufficient depth and
context.
This means our understanding of our world, and the risks
associated with it, are being driven by emotions rather than
absolute data. We base our efforts to handicap risk based
on perception rather than reality. Take, for example, the
fear of flying. An airplane crash is almost always a news
story, with gory details and heartbreaking photos of those
injured or killed in the crash. However, flying continues to
be considerably safer than driving. In 2017, in the United
States alone, there were over 40,000 people killed in car
crashes.1 In contrast, there have been less than 300
American airplane fatalities over the last sixteen years.
Despite absolute data suggesting how much safer it is to fly
than to drive, most people still consider air travel relatively
more risky than driving a car.
This dynamic is equally challenging for investors, who have
to contend with the flawed narrative of financial media.
Consider for a moment how financial media has
significantly shaped misconceptions on the most basic
investment concepts like those below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bonds as safe (Not today, they’re not)
Investing locally is safer than investing abroad (Not
necessarily)
Public stocks are always liquid (Nope)
Real estate doesn’t really lose value (Wrong again)
Private Equity is uncorrelated from Public Equities
(Sorry, no)
Fees are the only thing that matter (Far from it)
ETFs are totally passive (False)

These are all media driven notions, which possess a kernel
of truth or may be accurate at a specific point in time, but
accepting them as universal fact will increase - not decrease
- our risk. That’s the danger of knowing a little and
forgetting that real risks are not found in the headlines of
your local paper, but in the footnotes of a legal document.
Investors who wish to sidestep the perils of perceived risks,

The
Philanthropic
Mind is also
available on
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and understand the actual risks involved, should generally
ignore the headlines and mind the footnotes.
[1] https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2018/02/15/nationalsafety-council-traffic-deaths/340012002/

"We make a living by what we get, but we
make a life by what we give."
-Winston Churchill
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